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VOLUHE 2: TELEPRESENCE PROJECT APPLICATIONS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
2.1.1 CONTRACTUAL BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
On June 10, 1982, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (HSFC) awarded a 
twelve month contract (NAS8-34381) to the Space Systems and the Artificial 
Intelligence Laboratories of the Hassachusetts Institute of Technology, for a 
study entitled “Space Applications of Automation, Robotics, and Machine 
Intelligence Systems (ARAHIS)“. Phase II, Telepresence. This Phase II contract 
immediately followed the completion of the ARAHIS Phase I research (also 
contract NASB-34381) which produced its own final report. The Space Systems 
Laboratory is part of the HIT Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics: the 
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory is one of HIT’s interdepartmental 
laboratories. Work on the contract began on June 10, 1981, with a termination 
date for Phase II on June 9. 1983. 
This document 
NASA HSFC Contract 
(205-453-2789) . 
is the final report for Phase II of the ARAHIS study. The 
ing Off icer’s Representative is Georg F. von Tiesenhausen 
2.1.2 CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS STUDY 
The members of the study team are listed in Table 2.1. Information 
necessary for this study was obtained from experts in government, industry, and 
academia, and from literature searches. 
Principal Investigators: 
Professor David L. Akin (617-253-3626) 
Professor Harvi n L. Hi risky (617-253-5864) 
Study Manager : Eric D. Thiel (617-253-2298) 
Associate Study Hanager: Clifford R. Kurtzman (617-253-2298) 
Contributing Investigator: Professor Rent H. Hiller (617-253-2263) 
Research Staff: 
Russell D. Howard 
Joseph S. Oliveira 
Part-time Researcher: Antonio Harra. Jr. 
TABLE 2.1: STUDY PARTICIPANTS 
2.1.1 
2.1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE FINAL REPORT 
Volume 1 of this report is the Telepresence Technology Base Development. 
This volume defines the field of telepresence, and provides overviews of those 
capabilities that are now available, and those that will be required to support 
a NASA telepresence effort. This includes investigation of NASA’s plans and 
goals with regard to telepresence, extensive literature search for materials 
relating to relevant technologies, a description of these technologies and 
their state-of-the-art, and projections for advances in these technologies over 
the next decade. Also included is a listing of facilities that are doing 
research and development relating to telepresence. A technology development 
program leading to the deployment of an operational telepresence system by 1992 
i s presented. Volume 1 of this report is intended as a broad approach to 
telepresence technology and the genera1 development of that technology. 
Volume 2 of this report is the Telepresence Project Applications. This 
volume examines several space projects in detail to determine what capabilities 
are required of a telepresence system in order to accomplish various tasks, 
such as servicing and assembly. The key operational and technological areas 
are identified, conclusions and recommendations are made for further research, 
and an example developmental program is presented, leading to an operational 
telepresence servicer. Volume 2 is intended as an example of telepresence 
technology, and the associated issues, when telepresence is applied to several 
specific space missions. 
Volume 3 is the executive summary of this contract report. 
2. I .2 
2.2 SPACE PROJECT SCIENTIFIC OVERVIEW 
In consultation with NASA HSFC, five space projects were selected for 
study: 
The Space Telescope (ST) 
The Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) 
The Very Large Space Telescope (VLST) 
The Coherent Optical System of nodular Imaging Collectors 
(COSH I C) 
The 100-m Thinned Aperture Telescope (TAT) 
These space projects were chosen to span the years 1985-2000, with ST 
representing a relatively near,term potential telepresence application, AXAF 
being a mid-term application, and VLST, COSMIC, and TAT being far term 
applications with increased complexity and requiring technology well beyond the 
current state-of-the-art. Together the space projects cover a wide spectrum of 
tasks, such as spacecraft servicing, resupply, rendezvous and docking, and 
on-orbit assembly. The Space Telescope is the only space project which is 
certain to be implemented, although there 
also receive a go-ahead. Even if none of 
receive full funding and development, it i 
technologies and capabilities which they 
1990 ‘s. 
This section presents an overview of 
of the five space projects. 
2.2.1 THE SPACE TELESCOPE (ST) 
is a high probability that AXAF will 
the three far term space projects 
s felt that the telepresence 
mply will be necessary in the late 
the scientific capabilities of each 
The Space Telescope (Figure 2.1) , with a projected lifetime of at least 10 
years, will be the first free flying spacecraft designed for on-orbit 
maintenance. Scheduled for a February 28, 1985 launch on STS-25, the ST is a 
2.2. I 
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13.1-m-long cylinder, 4.26-m in diameter, containing five scientific 
instruments and a support systems module, and with a mass of 11,600 kg. As ST 
operates above the Earth’s atmosphere, it is sensitive to a much greater range 
of wavelengths than is possible on ground, and it is also immune to “twinkling” 
effects caused by turbulence in the upper atmosphere which blurs ground based 
observations. ST’s optics will thereby al low observation of objects 50 times 
less bright and with ten times better resolution than the best ground-based 
telescopes, allowing viewing of objects 14 billion 
The ST carries five scientific instruments: 
The Wide Field/Planetary Camera wil 
galaxies, and the spatial distribut 
addition. it can provide full-disc 
light years away. 
study galaxies, clusters of 
on of faint quasars. In 
mages of planets, with short 
exposure times, if necessary. The camera utilizes charge 
coupled device detectors, capable of observation of stars as 
faint as the 28th apparent visual magnitude. 
The Faint Object Camera will utilize the full resolution of ST 
on the very faintest object detectable. It will be capable of 
producing low-resolution spectra, and wi 11 permit the study of 
faint structures which are situated close to bright objects. It 
is designed for the highest spatial resolution ST can deliver: 
approximately 0.03 arc-sec. 
The High Resoiut ion Spectrograph w 
spectrum to enab le observations of 
than those which could be detected 
i 11 exam ine the ultraviolet 
objects 1000 times fainter 
by earl ier space 
observatories. This will permit observations of stars in 
crowded fields, the study of close visual binaries, 
determination of the composition of the interstellar medium, and 
the abundance of elements. 
2.2.3 
The Faint-Object Spectrograph will measure ultraviolet and 
optical radiation emitted by distant sources to determine their 
constitution, physical characteristics, and dynamics. 
The High-Speed Photometer will measure rapid brightness 
variability over time intervals as short as a microsecond. 
In addition to these five instruments, the precise measurement of the relative 
position of stars will be accomplished without the use of a special instrument. 
Of the ST’s three fine guidance sensors, only two are necessary to identify and 
make acquisition of “guide stars.” The third (redundant) fine guidance sensor 
will be used to obtain high precision astrometric measurements. 
ST’s advanced.capabilities will allow detailed study and observation of 
quasars, pulsars, gas clouds, planets, novae, supernovae, variable stars, 
neutron stars, black holes, and star formation, as well as yielding insight 
into the origin of the universe. 
2.2.2 THE ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY (AXAF) 
The Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (Figure 2.2) will be a free 
flying national facility whose X-Ray observations will complement visual and 
radio observations made from ground and space observatories (such as the Space 
Te 1 escape) . Plans call for AXAF to be Shuttle launched in April of 1990, with 
a projected lifetime of fifteen years or longer, achieved through on-orb i t 
maintenance and replenishment of consumables. With its large mirror area, fine 
resolution, and high efficiency detectors, a factor of 100 or more increase 
in sensitivity over previously obtainable measurements is projected. 
High resolution spectroscopy of the strongest sources and high sensitivity 
(non-dispersive) spectroscopy of the weaker ones with the AXAF will allow 
detailed tests to be made of theoretical models of galactic and extragalactic 
sources. Polarimetry will provide critical data on the physical state of 
2.2.4 
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non-thermal sources. High detector efficiency and high resolution (0.5 
arc-set) will permit the observation of bright galactic nuclei and the 
intergalactic gas to distances far in excess of current capabilities, as well 
as cluster detection. Such distances are comparable to or greater than those 
attainable with the Space Telescope in the study of similar objects. AXAF will 
also make observations of stellar sources, globular clusters, supernovae, 
interstellar medium, normal and active galaxies, the X-ray background, pulsars, 
quasars, and black holes. As with ST, it is anticipated that AXAF will 
discover new and previously unexpected objects. 
AXAF scientific instruments include: 
High Resolution lmagers (3) 
Low Resolution lmagers (2) (Image Proportional Counters) 
A Low Resolution (Solid State) Spectrometer 
A High Resolution Dispersive (Focal Plane 0 
Spectrometer 
A Polar imeter 
i spers i ve) 
2.2.3 
Al l-Sky Monitors (7) 
An Objective Grating Spectrometer 
A Monitor Proportional Counter (2) 
ADVANCED SPACE TELESCOPE CONCEPTS 
The Space Telescope (section 2.2.1) is expected to remain operational at 
least through 1995. through the use of on-orbit maintenance and servicing. It 
is anticipated, however, that in the late 1990’s. with the completion of the ST 
program, a new space telescope will be needed, capable of at least an order of 
magnitude improvement over ST capabilities. 
In response to the future demand for telescopes with unprecedented angular 
2.2.6 
resolution and very large collecting areas, NASA has studied three concepts for 
advanced space telescopes: 
The Very Large Space Telescope (VLST) (Figure 2.3) 
The Coherent Optical System of nodular Imaging Collectors 
(COSMIC) (Figure 2.4) 
The 100-m Thinned Aperture Telescope (TAT) (Figure 2.5) 
The VLST is the smallest and least capable telescope, TAT the largest and most 
capable, while COSAIC is intermediate in size and capability. 
The next generation space telescope will repeat, with greater detail, 
observations made by ST, and investigate phenomena which are beyond the 
resolution of ST. Such phenomena include: 
Calibration of the distance scales of the universe 
High resolution studies of quasars 
Searches for planetary systems 
2.3 SPACE PROJECT TELEPRESENCE TASK ANALYSIS 
Each of the five space projects has been analyzed to determine, to the 
extent that is currently possible, the nature of the activities which an 
on-orbit telepresence system should be able to accomplish. Documents supplied 
by NASA have been used as a basis for these evaluations. These documents are 
listed, by space project, in the bibliography. For the ST, the physical 
parameters of the structure are known in detail: this task therefore consists 
of analyzing, at a nuts and bolts level, each of the tasks which will be 
necessary to perform ST servicing and maintenance. For AXAF, for which there 
are several tentative designs containing less detail than is available for the 
ST, this task consists of evaluating anticipated telepresence requirements, and 
recommending modifications for the spacecraft to make it “telepresence 
friendly”. Finally, for the advanced space telescope applications, 
2.3.1 
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telepresence requirements are evaluated at a very general level to determine 
appropriate areas for further research and development. 
In general, spacecraft will be maintained by a combination of scheduled, 
unscheduled, and contingency tasks during their on-orbit lifetime: 
Scheduled tasks are those that can be anticipated with a 
particular frequency, e.g., battery replacement and consumable 
resupply. 
Unscheduled tasks are those that can be anticipated, but whose 
frequency is not predictable, e.g., solar panel replacement. 
Contingency tasks are those that cannot be fully anticipated, 
e.g., debris impact repair. 
The hardware analyses presented in this section are used to determine key 
operational and technological telepresence technology areas, and as a basis for 
the conclusions and recommendations for further research presented in sections 
2.4 and 2.5 of this report. 
2.3.1 ST SERVICING TASKS 
Present plans call for the Space Telescope to be deployed and inserted 
directly into orbit by the Space Shuttle. Further, current plans are to have 
pressure suited astronauts (EVA) perform ST servicing. The ST has a design 
life of 10 years,.but this could be significantly extended with on-orbit 
maintenance, ground maintenance, and ground refurbishment. The Space Telescope 
configuration has undergone extensive testing through the use of neutral 
buoyancy simulations, which have clearly delineated the steps necessary to 
maintain, refurbish, and perform selected planned and contingency operations in 
EVA. These simulations determined the type and location of crew aids which 
have been integrated into ST to facilitate EVA servicing of the spacecraft. 
The methodology developed, and the crew aids devised, are being used as 
2.3.5 
starting points for future efforts ‘in ensuring spacecraft serviceability. 
Orbital maintenance is baselined for a total of 23 orbital replacement 
units (ORUs) aboard ST. These consist of: 
5 Scientific Instruments (Sls) 
3 Fine Guidance Sensors (FGSS) 
The Science Instrument Control and Data Handling Unit (SI C&OH) 
3 Rate Sensor Units (RSUs) 
3 Rate Gyro Electronics Units (RGEs) 
3 Fine Guidance Electronics Units (FGEs) 
5 Batteries 
Further, on-orbit override of certain malfunctioning ST mechanisms (such as 
would be required by faulty Solar Array deployment) has been designed for on a 
contingency basis. It is estimated that ST will require orbital maintenance 
anywhere from 2 l/2 to 5 years after initial deployment. 
Ground maintenance is contemplated to replace hardware which cannot be 
replaced on-orbit, and to perform minor repairs (for example, the replacement 
of the Reaction Wheel Assemblies). This maintenance will be performed at 
Kennedy Space Center to eliminate additional ST downtime for surface 
transportation. 
After 10 years of orbital operation, it is estimated that ST will require 
major ground refurbishment. Major ST elements will be disassembled for 
extensive overhaul, including mirror recoating (if required). Scientific 
advancement and early ST science data may indicate a need for new scientific 
instruments, or the upgrading of those currently aboard ST. Orbital 
operational data will also be utilized to make hardware changes and 
improvements which will upgrade ST performance. While ground maintenance 
activities should be accomplished within 6 months, ground refurbishment would 
probably take a year or longer. 
2.3.6 
Telepresence is potentially capable of handling all orbital maintenance 
activities, as well as reboosting and orbital deployment from and retrieval to 
the Space Shuttle (with assistance from the Teleoperator Maneuvering System 
(TW 1 . While EVA activities are currently planned for performing orbital 
maintenance functions, the implementation of telepresence could potentially 
reduce costs of maintenance operations, free the Shuttle and crew for other 
tasks, and offer other additional advantages. The cost reduction potential is 
due to spreading the non-recurring costs of a telepresence servicer over all 
the spacecraft it will service, rather than a single space project. 
In keeping with the conclusion of this study that telepresence should be 
,capable of performing those tasks which could be performed by an astronaut in 
EVA (see Volume 1) , telepresence alternatives are considered in this report 
primarily for planned orbital maintenance activities, but not for those planned 
to require ground maintenance or refurbishment. It is possible that an 
on-orbit telepresence system will eventually be capable of performing many of 
the activities currently expected to require ground maintenance, thus 
potentially reducing the number of reflights necessary for the ST. 
The 23 servicing tasks aboard ST set limiting constraints on the 
telepresence technology required for a servicer. Utilizing documentation made 
available by the Harshall Space Flight Center regarding the results of neutral 
buoyancy simulations, each of these tasks, the steps necessary for their 
execu t i on, and the requirements they impose on the development of a 
telepresence system are discussed below. 
2.3.1.1 AXIAL SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
Located in the ST’S aft shroud (Figure 2.6), the four Axial Sls will be 
the most massive objects ever to be freely manipulated in EVA by the U.S. space 
program. About the size of a telephone booth (91 x 91 x 221 cm, or 36 x 36 x 
2.3.7 
Frc lrn NASA TM-82485. 
I -! -74 
’ SSM-ES 
AFT SHROUD 
Figure 2,6: ST Support Systems Module Equipment 
Section and Aft Shroud, 
2.3.8 
87 inches) , the Sls have a mass of up to 320 kg (700 lbf). In addition, there 
are external surfaces on the Sls that are very sensitive. Each Axial SI has 
four vertical handrails on its surface, and Ground Suppor-t Equipment hardpoints 
on each end, wh 
ei ther the serv 
connectors must 
ch are the only points at which the SI can make contact with 
cer or guiderails (on the ST) when being handled. Electrical 
be disconnected and stowed for SI removal, followed by the 
release of three latches. These latches, or registration fittings, are ball 
and socket joints which are activated by a ratchet drive (Figure 2.7). The SI 
is then pulled out of its restraint and moved along guiderails (Figure 2.8) 
toward a position outside the aft shroud of the ST , where it is free from any 
restraint. The installation of a spare SI is carr ied out in reverse order from 
the above procedure. When performed by astronauts in EVA, th i s procedure 
requires the efforts of two crewmen located in portable foot restraints. 
A servicing manipulator must have sufficient dexterity to perform the 
connecting and disconnecting of the electrical interfaces, although this 
dexterity is not extreme, as the location of the electrical disconnect socket 
has constrained this to be a one handed operation when performed by an 
astronaut. It is therefore a much simpler operation for a telepresence system 
than one requiring two-handed coordination. The connecting process is carried 
out by slipping a ground strap with a keyhole slot over a bolt which is 
tightened to a specified torque (Figure 2.9). All electrical connections are 
then made by using a wing nut connector requiring only one-fourth turn to lock 
or unlock, with spring detents to prevent inadvertent operation. 
2.3.1.2 THE RADIAL SCIENTIFIC INSTRUAENT 
The Wide Field Planetary Camera (WFPC) is the Radial SI, and it differs in 
configuration from the Axial Sls. WFPC removal and replacement is simpler than 
for the Axial Sls as the WFPC is smaller, is accessible from outside the aft 
2.3.9 
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The WFPC must be slid out from the aft shroud radially on the guiderails. 
To aid in SI remova 1, a temporary handhold plate or other grapp ling aid is 
attached to the rad iator on the WFPC at the beginning of remova 1, and retrieved 
after a replacement SI is installed. 
After SI removal, a cover is installed over the WFPC’s sensitive mirror. 
This is a “one-handed” operation. 
shroud with very good visibility, and access to the regi.stration fittings 
(latches) is unrestricted. 
The WFPC has two registration fittings which secure the SI, provide proper 
alignment, and mate electrical fittings. While ground strap installation is 
required, the electrical connectors are automatically attached when one of the 
registration fittings is torqued. 
2.3.1.3 FINE GUIDANCE SENSORS (FGSs) 
The 3 FGSs are mounted radially in the aft shroud (Figure 2.10) and 
closely resemble the WFPC. Like the WFPC, the FGSs are inserted and removed by 
two guiderails which interface with the instrument on each side, and the FGSs 
must be fitted with a handhold plate or other grappling aid to facilitate 
remova 1 . Access to the instruments is more difficult than with the WFPC, in 
that the FGS lies inside the aft shroud and is only accessible through wide 
doors which must first be opened. Registration fittings are similar to those 
used on the Radial St, and are accessed by the crew on each side of the FGS’s 
outward-facing surface. A ganged electrical connector which attaches to the 
left side of the FGS’s outward facing surface supplies all electrical 
connections, and mirror protective covers will be attached to the FGS mirror 
located on the rear of the instrument, as on the WFPC. 
2.3.13 
-v2 
I 
Figure 2,lO: FGS Orientation in AS, 
2.3.14 
From NASA TM-82845, 
June 1982. 
2.3.1.4 THE RATE SENSOR UNITS (RSUs) 
Each of the 3 Fixed Head Star Trackers (FHSTS) has its own RSU which is 
replaceable on-orbit. To gain access to the RSUs, the conical light shields on 
each of the FHSTs must be removed. The light shield attachment fittings are 
difficult to access, and were therefore designed to be operated with one hand. 
Additional ly, the area in the aft shroud designated as a workspace for this 
activity is small. When performed in EVA, there is only room for one 
crewmember, who must work from a foot restraint position which allows him to 
hold the light shield with one hand while working the “J-hook” fasteners 
(Figure 2.11) with another. 
Once the light shields have been removed, the RSU can be accessed for 
removal and replacement. Each RSU is secured in place by three hex bolts 
which are integral with the RSU structure (Figure 2.12). There are also two 
electrical pigtail connectors to each RSU, similar in type to the electrical 
connectors for the Axial SI (Figure 2.13). 
2.3.1.5 THE SCIENCE INSTRUMENT CONTROL AND OATA HANDLING UNIT (sl cm14) 
The SI C&OH is mounted on the inside of the door to the Systems Support 
Module Equipment Section (SSH/ES) Bay IO. The SI C&DH mounting fixture accepts 
fasteners that both attach the SI CGDH and provide electrical connections. 
(Figure 2.14). The mounting assembly has keyhole bolts (A) and a torque bolt 
(B) which seats the ORU in the electrical connectors (C). Once the torque bolt 
has seated the ORU electrical connectors, the keyhold bolts are torqued to 
secure the ORU. Removal is accomplished by repeating the same procedure in 
reverse order. 
2.3.1.6 THE RATE GYRO ELECTRONICS (RGEs) 
The 3 RGEs are located insi.de SSH/ES Bay 10. The removal and installation 
2.3.15 
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Figure 2,12: RSU Mounting Bolt Locations, 
From NASA TM-82485, 
June 1982. 
Figure 2.13: RSU Electrical Wins Tab ConneCtOf% 
2.3.17 
From NASA TM-82485, 
June 1982. 
A. KEYHOLE BOLT 
(TYP.) 
-BAY DOOR 
w TYPICAL 0 RU 
MOUNTING FRAME 
L 
:TO US 
Figure 2J4: Typical ORU (edL SI CaDH> Door Mounting System, 
2.3.18 
of the RGEs is accomplished in the same manner as the SI C&DH, as all fasteners 
and electrical connections are identical. 
2.3.1.7 THE BATTERIES 
SSA/ES Bay doors for Bays 2 and 3 house the 5 batteries (Figure 2.15) 
which are scheduled for changeout on every maintenance mission. The batteries 
are attached to the mounting frame with J-hook fasteners, and electrical 
connections are made by connecting an electrical pigtail connector to the 
battery end. 
2.3.1.8 THE FINE GUIDANCE ELECTRONICS UNITS (FGEs) 
Haintenance of the 3 FGEs involves the removal and replacement of the unit 
from the bay doors on which they are attached. The fasteners and connectors 
are identical to those used on the SI CfDH. 
2.3.1.9 LATCH DESIGN 
Every ORU except the Radial SI is concealed by doors which must be opened 
and closed during servicing. There are three types of latches on the ST. 
Adjustable grip latches (Figure 2.16) are operated as a one-handed task with a 
ratchet wrench, and are located on the edge of the bay doors. Upon closing, a 
torque is applied to the latch’s hex fastener. T-bolt latches swing into a 
slotted member on the door, and the T-bolt is torqued to the proper value. 
Finally, the third type of latch is the same as the T-bolt but has a handle to 
which the T-bolt is mounted. The handle has an over-center locking feature 
which holds the doors closed and restrained until final torque is applied. 
2.3.1.10 CONTINGENCY SERVICING 
The Solar Arrays are designed to be either stowed (secure in the forward 
2.3.19 
From NASA TM-82485, 
June 1982. 
\ 
BARERIES 13) 
BAY 2 
BATTERIES (21 
OTA - ES 
SW-ES 
Figure 2J5: Bay 2 and 3 Doors and Battery Placement, 
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and aft latches as in the case of launch configuration) or deployed (free from 
the latches and,perpendicular to the body of the ST, as in orbit). Failures at 
the forward or aft latch could prevent deployment or safe stowage, and failure 
of any of five mechanisms in the region of the jettison clamp assembly would 
require intervention or jettison. 
Contingency operations consist of four basic tasks as illustrated in 
Figure 2.17. For Solar Array stowage, the secondary deployment mechanism’s 
brakes must be applied, the secondary and primary deployment mechanisms 
operated, and the aft and forward latches engaged. Solar Array deployment is 
essentially the reverse of this. 
For Solar Array jettison, with the Solar Arrays deployed, the brakes must 
be applied, diode box connectors disconnected, brackets stowed on the primary 
deployment mechanism arm, jettison clamp released, and the Solar Arrays 
released. If the Solar Arrays are stowed, the brakes are not applied, but the 
aft latch must be released prior to jettison. 
Additionally, if the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RHS) is used to 
assist jettison, a portable grapple fixture (PGF) must be installed. This 
involves inserting a hex shaft into an appropriate socket on the Solar Array 
and pinning it. 
Other ST components subject to contingency servicing are the High Gain 
Antenna (HGA) and the Aperture Door. The HGA is similar to the Solar Arrays 
in mechanical function and servicing requirements. The operation of the 
Aperture Door is a simple task with unrestricted access. 
2.3.2 AXAF SERVICING TASKS 
AXAF scientific instruments and spacecraft subsystems will be designed for 
replacement on-orbit. Additionally. some of the.science instruments aboard 
AXAF have expendables that will be sized for 3 years of operation, after which 
2.3.22 
From NASA TM-82485. 
June 1982. 
MANUAL DEPLOYMENT 
JE-ITISON FROM DEPLOYED POSITION 
MANUAL STOWAGE 
JETTISON FROM STOWED POSITION 
Figure 2,17: Solar Array Contingency Tasks, 
2.3.23 
the gases must be replenished, or the entire instrument with its gas supply 
replaced. 
2.3.2.1 AXAF ELEHENTS AND INSTRUMENTS 
The major elements of the AXAF (Figure 2.18) are the spacecraft module, 
outer shells, and the optical assembly. The optical assembly is composed of 
the mirror assembly, the optical bench, and the carousel and focal plane 
science instruments. The outer shells, including the light shield and aft 
shroud, are used for protection and to provide the proper thermal environment 
to assure stability of the optical assembly. The spacecraft module houses most 
of the support subsystem components such as electronics, batteries, computers, 
and reaction wheels. However, other support subsystem avionics components, 
such as solar arrays and communications antennae, are mounted on the exterior 
of the AXAF. 
AXAF has three major equipment grouping locations (Figure 2.19): the 
focal plane instruments at the aft end, the spacecraft support equipment 
located in the middle, and the forward sensors near the mirror assembly. These 
equipment groups include the following instrumentation: 
FORWARD GROUP: 
Fixed Head Startrackers 
Bright Object Sensor 
Dry Inertial Reference Unit II(Rate Gyro Package) 
nodular Power System Electronics 
South Atlantic Anomaly Detectors 
Objective Grating Electronics 
2.3.24 
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AFT GROUP: 
Electrical Power System nodule 
Communication and Data Handling nodule 
Attitude Control System Module 
Reaction Wheel Assemblies and Electronics 
High Gain Antennas 
Solar Arrays 
X-Ray Instruments 
Detectors 
Electron its 
Gas Supp 1 ies 
Carousel Drive 
Assembly 
SUBSYSTEMS GROUP: 
Three types of support subsystems are currently under consideration for 
AXAF (Figure 2.20): the Space Telescope Support Systems Module (SSH), the 
Hultimission Modular Spacecraft (MHS). and the HEAO Spacecraft Equipment Module 
(SEMI . Studies have determined that each of these spacecraft could be modified 
to meet AXAF support requirements. Final determination will be made on the 
basis of spacecraft availability, cost, and program constraints. 
Equipment interfaces and repair operations for AXAF are very similar 
to those encountered in servicing ST (section 2.3.2.1). The later launch date 
of AXAF, however, will allow the development of more sophisticated and 
“operator friendly” supervisory control than will be possible for early ST 
servicing. 
One area in which AXAF differs from ST is that several AXAF instruments 
2.3.27 
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require resupply of consumables. These include: 
The High Resolution Dispersive Spectrometer (Focal Plane Crystal 
Spectrometer) which requires argon/xenon gas 
The Low Resolution Dispersive Spectrometer (Imaging Proportional 
Counter) which requires xenon/methane gas 
The Low Resolution Spectrometer (Solid State Spectrometer) which 
requires ammonia/methane cryogen 
Aethods of accomplishing consumable resupply are discussed in section 2.4.3. 
2.3.2.2 AXAF ORUs 
Orbital Replacement Unit. (ORU) selection has not yet occurred for AXAF, 
but studies have been performed to identify candidate maintenance items. Plans 
call for any AXAF configuration to allow access to several components which are 
critical to the mission, prone to failure, or easy to maintain. These include: 
Focal Plane Instruments 
Non-Focal Plane Instruments 
Subsystem Elements 
Solar Arrays 
Antennas 
Aperture Door Drive Motor and Mechanisms 
Carousel Drive Motor and Aechanisms 
AXAF ORUs will span a wide range of mass and volume. For example, the 
Low Resolution Spectrometer (137 cm (54 in) diameter and 114 cm (45 in) long), 
whose resolution is enhanced by increased size, occupies a large volume. The 
gyro assembly, on the other hand, is a physically small replaceable unit. 
Masses of focal plane instruments range from 39 kg (86 lbf) to 174 kg (384 
kg (160 lbf) or less, 
equipment near the High Reso ly have masses 55 kg (121 lbf) 
lbf), non-focal plane instruments have masses 73 
lution Hirror Assemb 
2.3.2-g 
or less, and the subsystems modules have masses in the 106 kg (233 lbf) to 
265 kg (585 lbf) range. 
Seven workstations are anticipated for EVA access to these instruments. 
These include: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
Focal Plane Instrument Workstation (the AXAF carousel is used to 
allow all the focal plane instruments to be brought to this 
workstation for replacement. The carousel will be operated 
either by cranking or by power delivered by an umbilical from 
some external source, such as the Orbiter or the TMS/Servicer) 
ions from 
intained) 
Carousel Drive Workstation 
Subsystem Workstations (a family of similar workstat 
which subystem boxes, arrays, and antennas may be ma 
Aft Non-Focal Plane Instrument Workstation 
Hid Non-Focal Plane Instrument Workstation 
Forward Non-Focal Plane Instrument Workstation 
Aperture Door Workstation 
2.3.3 ADVANCED SPACE TELESCOPE SERVICING TASKS 
Due to their size, these three missions all require some degree of orbital 
assembly, with VLST being the least complex, TAT the most complex, and COSHIC 
somewhere in between. Orbital assembly is a potential telepresence capability 
which is not required for either ST or AXAF. When assembly operations take 
longer than the seven day duration of a Shuttle mission, telepresence will 
become the required method for performing the assembly in the absence of a 
manned space platform. 
2.3.3.1 THE VERY LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE (VLST) 
The VLST is a two-mirror telescope which will be assembled using 
2.3.30 
prefabricated optical components carried into orbit inside a modified Shuttle 
External Tank (ET). The VLST -will be assembled in orbit from components in the 
Shuttle bay, as we1 1 as the ET. The configuration requires revisits for 
maintenance and refurbishment. 
The Shuttle bay is not capable of transporting a preassembled mirror 
larger than 4-m diameter to orbit. The launch of an 8-m mirror, however, is 
possible if a shortened hydrogen tank is substituted in the Shuttle ET (Figure 
2.21). and the leftover volume is used to carry the telescope’s secondary 
mirror, support structure, and 8-m preassembled primary mirror. Should 
analysis show that it is not possible to use the ET to carry telescope 
components, the primary mirror will have to be transported as a folded or 
disassembled structure nside the Orbiter bay, and will require complex 
on-orbit assembly and a ignment. 
In one option being considered for VLST assembly, the Shuttle reaches an 
orbital altitude of 425 km (Figure 2.22, Step 1) and the ET is vented of all 
residual propellants. The Shuttle then separates from the ET and docks to a 
berthing port on the ET interstage (Step 2). The Remote Manipulator System 
(RMS) will then be used to enter the interstage with a work platform so that 
astronauts in EVA may disconnect the LOX tank main interstage. forward shroud, 
and hydrogen tank from the modified interstage section, which contains the VLST 
components (Step 3) . As this task is only performed once, and potentially 
requires both dexterity and the ability to fit inside small work areas, it is 
well suited to being done by an astronaut (with RHS assist) rather than a 
telepresence system unless a system is available which can accomplish this task 
with little or no modification. Once this interstage has been disassembled 
from the tanks, it becomes the telescope spacecraft structure. Power and 
stabilization modules are then removed from the Shuttle bay and mounted 
externally on the interstage spacecraft structure. Metering rods, also 
2.3.31 
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carried in the Shuttle bay, are installed to mating rod sections mounted to the 
primary mirror support structure. The secondary mirror spider frame with its 
mirror is extended out from the launch location in the interstage (Step 4). 
After securing and reinforcing the secondary mirror spider and metering 
structure and activating the power modules and stabilization module, the 
incomplete telescope is left in orbit and the Shuttle returns to Earth. 
During the next visit the Space Shuttle will carry into orbit another ET, 
the hydrogen tank on which has been modified in such a manner that it can be 
removed from the ET structure, its forward and aft bulkheads can be cut, and 
the entire cylindrical section can then be installed with the telescope 
spacecraft structure as a light shield. Further construction and assembly is 
then conducted to install the conical light baffles at the primary and 
secondary mirrors and install checkout instrument modules and laser 
interferometers for telescope alignment, leading up to preparing the telescope 
for initial checkout. 
2.3.3.2 THE COHERENT OPTICAL SYSTEM OF AODULAR IHAGING COLLECTORS (COSMIC) 
COSMIC is carried into orbit inside the Shuttle cargo bay in modules which 
will be assembled in orbit. The initial module will be a IO-meter baseline 
array capable of performing astronomy observations with greater resolution that 
the ST, and resolution will be further increased with the addition of other 
modules carried into orbit on subsequent Shuttle flights. COSMIC wi 11 thereby 
evolve into a two to four element interferometer, and then eventually into a 
large equivalent aperture imaging complex. 
COSHIC major structural elements are illustrated in Figure 2.23. The 6eam 
Combining Telescope @CT) forms the central element which interfaces with all 
the other major elements. One BCT can serve four telescope modules (TM). Each 
TH is a linear array containing at least four small Afocal lnterferometric 
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Telescopes (AIT’S). Four telescope modules form the final cross-shaped COSHIC 
configuration. The Science Instrument (SI) module and the subsystems module 
(SA) are on opposite sides of the cross. 
In one possible assembly scenario, a first launch transports the SM, SI, 
BCT. and TM1 into orbit. The second launch brings up the TM2 and additional 
subsystems. A third and fourth launch bring up TM3 and TH4, respectively. 
Launches would occur at approximately one-year intervals, allowing checkout and 
science data gathering in each configuration. An alternative scenario, which 
would permit construction of a more powerful COSHIC, would transport a 
Spacecraft Bus and Science Instruments on the first launch, and THl through TM4 
would be brought into orbit on four subsequent launches. 
A Payload Installation and Deployment Aid (PIDA), conceptualized at JSC, 
could be used to hold and rotate the COSHIC into the positions required for 
assembly by the RMS (Figure 2.24). Orbital reboosting is baselined to be 
accomplished by the Teleoperator Maneuvering System (THS). 
2.3.3.3 THE 100-n THINNED-APERTURE TELESCOPE (TAT) 
The TAT is a large aperture telescope to be deployed in low Earth orbit 
using advanced assembly techniques. Several Shuttle flights will provide for 
assembly of the initial structure, including the assembly of structural 
components, attachment of the equipment and instrument sections and the 
addition of the solar arrays. The primary and secondary mirror sections will 
be added incrementally to provide an early initial capability to obtain high 
resolution observations of brighter sources. Eventual filling in of sections 
of the annular mirrors will provide full capability for faint-object detection. 
The construction of this system requires the development of extensive 
orbital construction and assembly techniques similar to those under 
consideration for large geosynchronous communications platforms. The basic 
2.3.36 
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structure can be assembled to nominal tolerance and then instrumented with 
retroreflectors for improved dimensional stability using laser gage 
interferometers. The individual array elements are mounted from this structure 
and articulated by individual actuator systems to form a coherently phased 
array. lnterferometric sensors in the focal plane of the telescope can sense 
the optical wavefront error. From this information, the phasing errors of the 
individual elements can be derived and corrected. 
2.4 OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS 
Some preliminary work has been done to design a remote servicer which 
would be compatible with several spacecraft, and capable of performing 
servicing to the same extent as EVA. The Free-Flying, Hybrid Teleoperator 
(Figure 2.25) was conceptualized at H.I.T. to be capable of propelling itself 
to a repair site, attaching itself to a structure, carrying tools, spare parts, 
and a variety of sensors, diagnosing and repairing faults, and communicating 
with human supervisors. The Remote Orbital Servicing System (ROSS) (Figure 
2.26) was conceptualized by Martin-Harietta Aerospace to be capable of 
servicing the Space Telescope, the Solar Haximum Hission, and the Long Duration 
Exposure Facility, using current state-of-the-art technology. At the time of 
the study, however, the servicing requirements for ST were incomplete, and 
therefore insufficient data were available for a complete telepresence 
analysis. 
In order to more completely assess the areas for further research and 
development , the five space projects were analyzed to determine specific 
operations which place constraints on a telepresence system. The operational 
analysis presented in this section looks at the key telepresence operations 
which place requirements on the capabilities and characteristics of a servicer. 
There is necessarily some overlap between the areas studied in this section and 
2.4.1 
Visua! Sensors and 
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Figure 2.25: M, I ,T, Free-Flying Hybrid 
TeleoDerator - 
2.4.2 
SERVICER KIT 
From Martin Marietta, April 1982, 
Remote Orbital Servicing System 
Study. 
Figure 2,26: ROSS ervicer, 
2.4.3 
in the te lepresence technology analysis in section 2.5 (further technology 
analysis is contained in Volume 1 of this report). For example, section 2.4.2 
considers the problems involved in performing grasping operations with a 
te epresence system, while section 2.5.1 investigates end effector technology, 
wh ch covers the development of grasping end effecters (as well as other types 
of end effecters) but does not consider the dynamics of the grasping operation. 
Results are generally presented only once, even if they pertain to many 
subsections of sections 2.4 and 2.5. A list of other subsections which have 
further relevant conclusions is therefore presented at the end of each 
subsection. 
2.4.1 RMS OPERATIONS 
Space Telescope telepresence activities currently planned by NASA 
involving the Shuttle Remote ganipulator System (RHS) fall into two categories: 
primary RR’S operations involving planned manipulation of the ST structure in 
deployment and retrieval operations, and unscheduled maintenance operations 
involving contingency options in the event of ST systems malfunction upon 
deployment or retrieval. The RHS, however, offers limited opportunities to 
demonstrate full telepresence, and hence plans usually consider the RHS as 
augmenting the capabilities of an astronaut in EVA, rather than as an 
alternative to those capabilities. 
Primary RMS operations call for the RMS to grapple and extract the ST from 
the Shuttle cargo bay. The RMS will then position the ST above the Orbiter for 
a brief ground-to-ST checkout via TDRSS. The RHS can hold ST for extension of 
appendages (Solar Arrays, Antennas, and the Aperture Door), and release the ST 
to space. 
Upon ST retrieval, the RMS will grapple the free flying ST, and position 
and berth it to the Flight Support System positioning system. The RMS can also 
2.4.4 
be used to position the ST in the cargo bay for a planned Earth return. 
Unscheduled maintenance operations (Figure 2.27) include regrasping the ST 
grapple fixture for ST capture in the event of ST malfunction upon release. If 
any such event occurs, the RHS will positi‘on the ST vertically adjacent to the 
Orbiter cargo bay sills for EVA maintenance. During retrieval operations, the 
RHS (with EVA assist) can grapple an unretractable appendage and jettison it to 
space. I ndeed, the success of using the RHS as a means of jettisoning the 
Solar Array in neutral buoyancy simulations suggests that the Solar Array could 
be replaced on-orbit, even though it was not planned to be orbitally 
replaceable. 
In the event of an unplanned Earth return, the RMS can grapple and 
jettison the environmental protective enclosure in the Shuttle bay, and then 
position the ST for Earth return. 
An additional use for the RHS in spacecraft servicing is as the base of a 
portable foot restraint or work platform, to provide crewmember access to the 
various components of the ST or to assist in the EVA operations necessary to 
assemble VLST. In neutral buoyancy simulations, a portable foot restraint was 
modified and attached to a portable grapple fixture held by the RMS. The RHS 
foot restraint was used to facilitate the transfer of orbital replacement units 
with little difficulty. The RHS is not presently man-rated due to the safety 
aspects inherent in attaching a man to the end of a 45 foot robot arm, but 
Grumman is currently under contract to the Johnson Space Center to build a 
Cherry Picker (a manned platform mounted at the end of the RHS used to assist 
EVA) . 
The RMS, however, has a much greater potential for telepresence usage. 
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Special purpose end effector modules could be developed to perform: 
Latching and delatching of items such as ST T-bolt latches. 
Torqueing with a powered wrench or screwdriver as is required 
for ST registration fitting operation. 
Rotary and power tool operations, such as cutting and drilling, 
as will be required for VLST assembly. 
Painting, as is required for VLST assembly. 
Welding, as may be required for TAT construction. 
Consumable Replenishment, for items such as AXAF scientific 
instruments. 
In some cases these end effector modules will be units which will attach onto 
the end of the RMS, and in other cases there may be a need for a more 
complicated module which can eliminate vibration problems, due to RHS 
flexibility, by latching to the object on which it is working. 
SEE ALSO: 2.4.2 GRASPING 
2.5.1 END EFFECTORS 
2.4.2 GRASPING 
In order to perform gross motion of payloads, little end effector fidelity 
is required. What is needed, however, is an end effector capable of securely 
and safely grappling almost any object. The RHS currently is only capable of 
manipulating payloads with a standard grapple fixture. An end effector for 
grasping should be able to grapple to structural elements, rigid booms, and EVA 
handrails. Some effort must be given to insuring that the transported object 
remains under control without allowing structural failure to be induced by the 
grasp of the end effector. Research is needed to determine actuation 
geometries which will perform reliable and controllable grasping action on a 
variety of different types of attach points. This research could be performed 
2.4.7 
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in a laboratory at first, but would eventually be done in a facility capable of 
including contact dynamics, such as an air-bearing floor or moving base 
simulation facility. 
SEE ALSO: 2.4.1 RMS OPERATIONS 
2.5.1 END EFFECTORS 
2.4.3 CONSUMABLE RESUPPLY 
Consumable resupply can be handled in several ways: tank changeout, 
replenishment via an umbilical, or replacement of the entire instrument with 
its gas supply. It is not yet clear which of these options will be chosen for 
AXAF resupply operations. Tank changeout would be easiest, but in many of the 
designs being considered for the instruments, the consumables are integral with 
the entire scientific instrument, and hence cannot be modularly replaced. 
Alternatively, consumable replenishment requires the development of a new 
umbilical technology to accomplish fluid transfer in space. Some work has been 
done in the area of space umbilical technology, and an umbilical system for 
fluid transfer operations (non-cryogenic) is scheduled to be tested on STS 17. 
The final alternative, which requires the complete changeout of the entire 
i nstrument, necessitates the replacement of a functioning system just to refuel 
it. 
It is not anticipated that refueling operations or gas supply 
replenishment will require special end-effector dexterity. If refueling is 
accomplished by tank changeout or by instrument exchange. then the hardware 
will be similar to that used for any other non-refueling module exchange. If 
an umbilical is used for refueling, it will probably require similar dexterity 
for operation as the wing nut electrical connectors used on ST. 
SEE ALSO: 2.5.8 STOWAGE RACKS 
2.4.8 
2.4.4 ASSEMBLY 
Locking joints which require low dexterity to operate should be used to 
join and attach components, rather than complex joint interfaces requiring high 
end effector dexterity. Even if the assembly.operations are accomplished by 
pressure suited astronauts (EVA), such a joint will be necessary as current 
suit gloves provide little dexterity and tactile feedback to the astronaut. An 
example of a low dexterity locking joint is the HIT Structural Connector 
(Figure 2.28) d eveloped at MIT for use in assembling space structures. A 
teleoperator system capable of assembling structures using the joints is 
currently under construction at HIT. This Beam Assembly Teleoperator (BAT) 
(Figure 2.29) is a medium dexterity system which will be capable of assembling 
in neutral bouyancy the same structures used by the HIT Space Systems Lab for 
EVA assembly experiments. 
Precision positioning and alignment of some spacecraft components are 
required for VLST, COSMIC. and TAT assembly. As alignment to optical 
tolerances (l-2 microns) is required, telepresence is not capable of directly 
positioning the modules in alignment. Instead, a telepresence system could 
roughly position and attach the component or module, and then possibly provide 
some additional fine position adjustment by operating a knob, lever, or some 
other device provided for fine alignment of the relative positions of the two 
objects being attached. This includes correction of small errors in distance 
(path length) and orientation (tip/ti It). 
When very fine alignment is necessary, the alignment and alignment 
maintenance should be accomplished by using an active automatic alignment 
system. I ndeed, it is anticipated that all dimensional tolerances for the TAT 
will be actively maintained, due to the structure’s size and flexibility. In 
addition, an active control system is necessary to compensate for misalignments 
caused by thermal expansion of the structure. 
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In order to perform maneuvers during assembly, a low thrust propulsion 
system will be necessary for the telepresence system. A possible candidate for 
propulsive needs would be a modification of the Manned Maneuvering Unit (HAU), 
used by astronauts in EVA for maneuvering in space. 
Research should be done to determine the optimum thrust levels for 
teleoperator control. Increased thrust impulse levels decrease the time 
necessary for maneuvers, but increase fuel expenditures, complicate control 
(co1 1 ision avoidance), and increase contamination caused by expended 
propellants. Alternatively, low impulse thrust levels require less fuel and 
make collision avoidance easier, but require more time to achieve transfer. 
Additional ly, low impulse thrust levels are necessary for performing fine 
(small distance) maneuvers. 
When a free flying teleoperator is attaching a component to a structure to 
which the teleoperator is not’docked, the center of mass of the teleoperator 
must remain stationary (provided no thrust is exerted) while the manipulator is 
be i ng moved. This implies that, if the mass of the object being manipulated is 
large, a commanded manipulator motion will not necessarily bring the object to 
the anticipated position in relation to the structure on which the object is to 
be attached. In Figure 2.30, Step 1, a servicing manipulator is attempting to 
place a payload (black box) at the aim point on a structure. For purposes of 
illustration, the payload has a mass equal to that of the servicer, and their 
center of mass (CM) is shown by a cross. At Step 2, the servicer moves the 
payload to a position directly “in front” of the servicer (on the reference 
axes) , but as the system’s center of mass must remain stationary, the body of 
the servicer also moves, so that the point “in front” of the servicer is no 
longer the poin.t to which the operator is aiming. Additionally, as angular 
momentum must be conserved throughout the motion, the servicer rotates about 
the point at which it is attached to the manipulator. In Step 3, the servicer 
2.4.12 
Servicer 
Payload 
Figure 2,30 ipulat ion : Free Flying Man 
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makes an additional motion to reach the aim point. In practice, the mass of 
the payload may be much less than the servicer, so this effect will be less 
pronounced, but still noticable. 
In some cases, it is possible to compensate for this effect by modeling 
the inertias of the system, and including appropriate compensation into the 
computer control of the manipulator motion. A second possible solution is to 
provide enough thrust to the servicer so as to compensate for the inertia 
effect. A third approach would be to properly orient the manipulator, and then 
slowly thrust the entire teleoperator, as a rigid body, into place. Lastly, no 
active compensation may be necessary, as it may be possible for the human 
controller to learn to automatically compensate for this effect. This problem 
is currently under preliminary investigation at the HIT Space Systems Lab, but 
further development and testing of the control software will be necessary 
before implementation. 
For the translation and installation of fragile mirror elements, as will 
be required for TAT construction, special problems are encountered. The 
telepresence system must be able to attach to the rear (nonreflective) side of 
the mirror and maneuver it into place in the telescope structure. Thrusters 
must use a propellant (cold gas) that will not degrade the mirror surface, and 
docking velocities must be low enough so that the mirrors are not damaged. 
The mirror must be mated to the structure in such a way that it is possible to 
fine adjust the mirror’s position and orientation. 
SEE ALSO: 2.4.6 RENDEZVOUS 
2.4.5 ORBITAL TRANSFER 
Full implementation of telepresence will involve remote operation for all 
ST and‘AXAF on-orbit maintenance functions. Such operations could take place 
in the vicinity of the Shuttle, or by delivery of a servicer to the spacecraft 
2.4.14 
via.a vehicle such as the Teleoperator Maneuvering System (THS). Near-Orbiter 
operations require that the Shuttle rendezvous with the spacecraft, or that the 
spacecraft be brought to the. Orbiter’s vicinity. With telepresence, Shuttle 
personnel are freed to perform other tasks, while being available on a 
contingency basis. 
Alternatively, TM delivery of the servicer to the spacecraft would not 
require a Shuttle rendezvous. If the servicer and/or the THS are ground based, 
they must be transported into orbit by the Shuttle, and then make orbital 
transfers to and from the spacecraft which is to be serviced. The TMS and 
servicer could also be stationed in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), permitting quicker, 
less complicated, and more economical servicing not only to the Space 
Telescope and AXAF, but also to any future spacecraft designed for orbital 
servicing. Standardized replacement parts between satellites would be 
highly desirable in order to reduce the number of mechanical servicing 
interfaces. In addition, commonality in replacement items would reduce the 
number of different parts that have to be carried by the THS and servicer. 
This would allow the THS and servicer to remain on-orbit for a greater length 
of time. Substantial economic savings would be realized by not having to cycle 
the TMS and servicer through ground launch after each operation. 
As a third alternative, the THS and servicer could be based at a space 
platform, which would serve as a repository for all satellite replacement 
i terns. After each mission, the servicer would be replenished from stores (of 
both parts and fuel) aboard the space platform. This. would allow greater 
variability in spacecraft parts and servicing applications, while still 
eliminating launch and ground operations. 
2.4.5.1 ST ORBITAL TRANSFER 
Boosting and retrieving ST to a higher orbit than is possible via Shuttle 
2.4.15 
delivery by direct orbital insertion is highly desirable. Studies by Vought 
Corporation have indicated the feasibility of using the TMS to accomplish this 
task. Although the ST was not designed for placement and retrieval by the TMS, 
analyses have shown that the TMS, with a special front-end adapter, requiring 
no change to ST, could be used to retrieve the ST for servicing at the Orbiter 
standard mission altitude of 296 km (160 NH) (Figure 2.31). After servicing, 
the TMS can redeploy the ST to a 685 km (370 NH) al t i tude. 
The 685 km (370 NH) altitude is preferred for the ST, as it reduces 
momentum wheel speed required for pointing control. A dedicated, direct 
insertion by the STS is only capable of achieving a maximum deployment altitude 
of 593 km (320 NM) . Current plans call for combining ST launch with that of 
the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) to save in Shuttle costs, but 
incurring a loss of insertion altitude to 559 km (302 NH). 
Five years after initial deployment (1990) ST will have decayed to an 
I 
altitude of 509 km (275 NH) (Figure 2.32)) and current rel iabi 1 ity projections 
indicate that ST is expected to require servicing after this period. In any 
event, ST has a minimum controllable altitude of 398 km (215 NM) which, without 
reboosting, it will reach in late 1991. The necessary EVA servicing hardware 
for ST is expected to be available in mid-1987, and a current initial operation 
date of January 1988 is expected for the TMS. 
A dedicated direct-insertion Orbiter mission to 509 km (275 NM) could 
achieve a reboost to 563 km (304 NM) after servicing. Alternatively, a 
retrieval by TMS of ST to the Orbiter at an altitude of 296 km (160 NH) could 
achieve a subsequent TMS redeployment to 685 km (370 NH). This use of TMS for 
ST retrieval and servicing could significantly reduce STS transportation 
charges, and free the Orbiter for other missions. 
2.4.16 
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2.4.5.2 AXAF ORBITAL TRANSFER 
AXAF, like ST, will require periodic reboosting to higher altitudes. AXAF 
should take 3 years to decay from an initial insertion altitude of 593 km (320 
NH) to a minimum controllable altitude, which may be in the 398 km (215 NM) to 
380 km (205 NM) range. This contrasts with the 7 years required by ST, and is 
due to the lower mass of AXAF with approximately the same external area, 
producing a lower ballistic coefficient. 
As with ST, the THS is an alternative to dedicated Orbiter missions for 
performing servicing, reboosting, and retrieval of AXAF (Figure 2.33). After 
rendezvousing with AXAF at a decayed altitude of 380 km (205 NH), the Shuttle 
is only capable of reboosting to 482 km (260 NH), which will necessitate 
subsequent AXAF reboosting at IO-month intervals to keep AXAF above minimum 
altitude (Figure 2.34). THS could be used to reboost AXAF to 593 km (320 NH), 
thus requiring fewer Shuttle launches to support AXAF, and allowing the Orbiter 
to remain at 296 km (160 NH), with the possibility of cargo-bay sharing. 
Unlike operations with the ST, the THS would have sufficient propellant to 
return AXAF to the Orbiter subsequent to post-servicing redeployment, if 
required by improper AXAF operation. 
Large savings are to be gained through the use of the THS (Figure 2.35) . 
Vought estimates project a total of $1,104 million in transportation costs 
(1982 dollars) for AXAF over ‘a fifteen year lifetime, if.all flights require 
dedicated Shuttle launches. In contrast, transportation costs are reduced to 
$423 million by using a ground-based THS for all reboosting and retrieval 
operations. Further savings could be realized by using a space-based THS 
(either in Low Earth Orbit or at a space platform). This option is 
particularly attractive when the THS is accompanied by a telepresence servicer, 
as maintenance, refurbishment, and repair functions can also be performed 
without the necessity of a Shuttle launch. Indeed, the THS development and 
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recurring.costs for several vehicles may be available from the transportation 
funding saved on even a single NASA observatory mission. Such a servicer would 
maintain several spacecraft, in addition to AXAF. 
Another advantage gained by not using the Orbiter for reboosting is that 
it is then possible to design AXAF so that it can be reboosted by the THS 
without the restowage of appendages (such as the solar arrays), as the 
redeployment of the solar arrays entails an inherent possibility of cell 
damage. 
2.4.5.3 ADVANCED TELESCOPE ORBITAL TRANSFER 
As the size of the three advanced space telescopes prevents their stowage 
in the Shuttle bay for orbital transfer, either an integral propulsion system 
or a system such as the THS wi 11 be necessary. The telescopes are much larger 
than ST or AXAF, and therefore their orbit will decay much faster. For 
examp 1 e, if COSAIC is in a 463 km (250 NM) orbit (the minimum operating 
a I t i tude due to aerodynamic torques) , reboosting will be necessary 
approximately every 35 days. As this frequency may be too great for science 
data taking requirements, an al t i tude of 556 km (300 NM) may be used to extend 
reboost frequency to 90 days. 
2.4.6 RENDEZVOUS 
To perform teleoperated rendezvous of the T/G/Servicer and a target 
spacecraft, a ground controller could view a representation of the target 
vehicle on a screen or heads-up display, and use a set of hand controllers to 
input translational and rotational commands to the TMS/Servicer. Range and 
range rate information would be computed from stereo video information from the 
TMS/Servicer and displayed digitally on the screen. The hand controllers could 
be similar to those used on a Manned Maneuvering Unit (MHU). Additionally, 
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target vehicle pointing control can be used in aligning the target vehicle.with 
the THS/Servicer. 
A more advanced system would have a human position a pointer on the video 
screen and a computer would determine the appropriate thrusting maneuvers. 
This system takes advantage of human abilities to perform recognition, 
correlation, manipulation, and coordination, while the functions of calculation 
and integration are taken over by computer. Such a system could reduce the 
workload of the ground controller, while also reducing the amount of fuel and 
time required for a given mission. 
Voice and supervisory control of thrusting is also possible. For example, 
a “STOP” command could fire thrusters to bring the servicer to rest relative to 
the target vehicle. Eventual ly, supervisory control could progress to the 
point where an operator would be able to specify translation commands as “HOVE 
TO COMPONENT A” without having to worry about such factors as determining 
proper thrust levels, thrust application times, and coasting times. Further, 
as translation distances become larger, (or translation times longer), 
trajectories for orbital maneuvers become different than would be used in an 
inertial reference frame. Computer control could be used to compensate for 
this effect. Much of the operational experience and helpful supervisory 
methods learned from the servicing of satellites such as ST and AXAF will be 
used as a starting point for the more complex rendezvous operations required in 
performing the assembly of the advanced space telescopes. 
Eventually rendezvous and docking operations can become completely 
automated. The U.S. Apollo program demonstrated autonomous rendezvous, but 
docking was always completed with a manual docking by an astronaut. The 
Soviets demonstrated autonomous rendezvous and docking as early as 1967, and 
they are developing the technology to an advanced state. Papers published by 
Soviets have even considered rendezvous with maneuvering, noncooperative and 
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evasive target vehicles. There is no technical reason why the U.S. cannot 
demonstrate autonomous rendezvous and docking with present state-of-the-art 
hardware. 
Collision control can be a significant problem, especially in the presence 
of a time delay. A possible solution deserving investigation is an on-orbit 
system which could automatically monitor the teleoperator’s velocity with 
respect to other objects in the work area, and command thrust application when 
a collision is impending at velocities greater than those desired for docking 
applications. 
SEE ALSO: 2.4.4 ASSEMBLY 
2.5.3 VISION 
2.4.7 DOCKING 
Tradeoffs ex 
vehicle or provid 
ist between installing dedicated docking f i xtures on a target 
ing the servicer with special purpose dock ing man ipulators. 
While one dedicated docking fixture will always be necessary for any spacecraft 
which will undergo orbital transfer by the THS, the general practice of 
providing several docking fixtures for the TMS on any spacecraft which will 
require servicing is potentially very costly, and in some cases impossible due 
to structural or weight constraints. For example, three dedicated docking 
fixtures are potentially needed for servicing AXAF. Attachment of the TMS to 
the aft end of AXAF (Figure 2.36) would allow a servicer access to the 
instrumentation carousel for servicing. Additional TMS/Servicer interfaces for 
AXAF located at the subsystems modules (Figure 2.37) and at the forward end 
would allow manipulator access to the additional components requiring 
servicing. 
It should be noted, however, that it is not necessary that the servicer 
have access to all instruments: for example, assuming 1) providing a forward 
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AXAF SERVICING 
--Instrumentation Modules Exchangc- 
Servicing Manipulator 
Instrumentation 
Carousel 
Subsystems Modules 
Figure 2,36: Instrumentation Servicing, 
From Vought Corp., in AXAF Utilization of STS 
and Satellite Servicing, NASA GSFC, June 1982. 
AXAF SEZVICIXG 
--Subsystems I’,?cduIes Exchange-- 
hlodule Storage Rack1 ,-Th’S 
Docking Probe 
~:~o~~~‘:e Rollers 
R~-s~,v Solar Arrays & Antennas 
Subsystems hlcdules(MMS Type) Flanged Ring Bulkheads 
ym Hlng2d Retention Rollers 
Figure 2,37: Additional Module Servicing, 
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end anchoring interface is too expensive, 2) the anticipated servicer is not 
equipped with special purpose docking manipulators for anchoring itself to the 
forward end via handrails, and 3) forward end instruments are deemed not likely 
to require servicing, then a possible alternative scenario would be to plan for 
servicing of AXAF by telepresence, other than contingencies requiring forward 
end access. The THS would then be used to bring AXAF to the Shuttle for EVA 
servicing. 
Using special purpose docking manipu 
position is the method of performing dock 
servicer would then be capable of crawling around the spacecraft using 
handrails and foot restraint sockets provided to support EVA activities (these 
be much more versatile and 
ike a human, and no special 
ing serviced to accommodate 
are shown for ST in Figure 2.38). ,The system would 
anthropomorphic in its abil ity to pos ition itself 1 
design would be required to allow the spacecraft be 
telepresence. 
ators capable of locking in a fixed 
ng preferred by this study. The 
on the spacecraft, provide stability in servicing, 
of moving the servicer around the spacecraft. The 
very simple in construction, as they can potential 1 
capabi 1 i ty to move about on thei r own: they can be 
and provide adequate means 
docking manipulators can be 
y be made without the 
positioned by the more 
ions they perform being the rvicing manipulators, with the only act dexterous se 
actual 1 atch 
Simulat 
teleoperator 
ing on to the spacecraft and locking in place. 
ion and experiments should determine the optimal means of moving a 
around a structure being worked on. Undocking, translating via 
thrust application, and then redocking is one method, but this requires much 
more fuel than having the teleoperator crawl around the structure. Neutral 
buoyancy tests with humans using maneuvering units, conducted by HIT, have 
indicated that people tend to use both methods for movement, but testing must 
At least two docking manipulators must be used to allow an adequate hold 
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0 FR SOCKETS MOUNTED INSIDE 
. FR SOCKETS MOUNTED ON SURFACE 
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From NASA TM-82485, June 1982. 
Figure 2,38: ST FR Sockets and Handrail Locations, 
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be done to investigate if this will be the case for a teleoperator. If this is 
the case, then structures must be designed with sufficient handholds or other 
grappling devices to facilitate easy maneuvering. 
2.4.8 HIRROR CLEANING AND RECOATING 
In order to perform on-orbit mirror cleaning and recoating, special 
purpose automatic equipment will be necessary. Mirror cleaning is a 
complicated operation which probably cannot be accomplished without removing 
the mirror elements from the telescope. Mirror cleaning will proceed by having 
a telepresence system remove a mirror element from the telescope and transport 
it to the mirror cleaning and recoating apparatus. After cleaning, the mirror 
element is then transported back to the telescope for reinsertion. The 
telepresence system could also be used to adjust and repair the mirror cleaning 
and recoating apparatus in the event of malfunction. 
2.4.9 REMOTE OBSERVATION OF TELESCOPE SCIENCE DATA 
Certain observations from space telescopes will require the observing 
scientist to verify receipt of proper data, and to make real-time decisions at 
critical points during an observation. In order to facilitate this capability 
for the Space Telescope, the Science Institute at John Hopkins University will 
have the capability to display data in real-time, and will issue command 
requests to the Operations Control Center. The institute will provide 
equipment for visiting scientists to perform analysis of the data obtained by 
ST. 
As an additional service, the capability should exist to relay, in 
real-time, telescope science data to a scientist not located at the Science 
Institute. This type of remote telescope operation is currently being 
experimentally implemented at the Kitt Peak National Observatory. The 
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scientist would use a standard computer terminal linked to the Science 
Institute over either a telephone or a satellite link, thereby allowing the 
astronomer to receive data and direct the telescope by remote control. Such a 
system would save the costs normally incurred for travel and housing of a 
visiting scientist, and would allow the scientist to pursue his normal work and 
lifestyle when not using the telescope. Of course, all commands would still be 
cleared by the Science Institute (either autonomously or by human supervisors) 
so that the telescope is not accidentally damaged: this would still occur if 
the astronomer was located at the Institute. Telephone lines have the 
limitation of being able to carry only one TV picture every 31 seconds, making 
it difficult to fine-adjust the telescope. The costlier satellite link, on the 
other hand, can transmit a dynamicly changing image. 
2.5 TECHNOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
The key telepresence component technology areas (hardware and software) 
which will be required to construct a servicer and ground station are assessed 
in this section (further technology analysis, including a presentation of the 
hardware and facilities available, is contained in Volume 1 of this report). 
There is necessarily some overlap between the areas studied in this section and 
in the telepresence operational analysis in section 2.4. For example, section 
2.4.2 considers the problems involved in performing grasping operations with a 
telepresence system, while section 2.5.1 investigates end effector technology, 
which covers the development of grasping end effecters (as well as other types 
of end effecters) but does not consider the dynamics of the grasping operation. 
Results are generally presented only once, even if they pertain to many 
subsections of sections 2.4 and 2.5. A list of other subsections which have 
further relevant cone lusions is therefore presented at the end of each 
subsection. 
2.5.1 
2.5:. 1 END EFFECTORS 
The end effector dexterity required to service ST and AXAF is not extreme. 
This is not surprising, as the suits used by the astronauts to ensure 
serviceability of ST in neutral buoyancy simulations were quite bulky and 
inflexible, and hence all hand operations were thereby constrained. Further, 
equipment interfaces are standardized as much as feasible to minimize tools, 
access, and training requirements. 
Latch operation and other manipulation tasks require low to medium 
dexterity manipulation, such as ratchet wrench operation, and can usually be 
performed with one “hand”. One or two general purpose grasping end effecters 
and a powered socket wrench end effector should be developed for module 
manipulation, latch operation, and torque application. 
Special purpose end effecters will be necessary for the servicer and RN’S 
if they are to perform such operations as painting, cutting, and welding. 
Based on current knowledge of structural requirements for spacecraft such 
as ST and AXAF, a catalog should be developed of types of fasteners or 
actuators which might be used, along with the tools capable of performing the 
actuation. This effort should focus not only on nominal assembly operations, 
but also on actuation techniques required for off-nominal assembly or 
contingency repairs. Such a catalog would be of great use to spacecraft 
designers who wish to ensure satellite serviceability. 
Details of the interchanging of end effecters are described by a series of 
detailed motions, defined by the design of the system. This type of activity 
is not conducive to telepresence (the average human has little experience 
changing his hand), but as the geometry of both the end effector interface and 
of the tool storage rack are exactly known, end effector exchange is a good 
candidate as an application of supervisory control. Research should examine 
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the relative merits of a rotating end effector rack (allowing a single 
preprogrammed motion to return or remove tools) versus the reduction in mass 
and increase in complication of a static multi-bin end effector rack, with 
independent targeting of the manipulator for each exchange operation. 
As more advanced functions are required of a telepresence servicer, there 
will be a need for end effector dexterity to exceed that of a suited astronaut, 
and approach or possibly even surpass that of the human hand. Such an end 
effector would allow the remote operator to actuate the manipulator and end 
effector with motions identical to those normally used to operate an arm and 
hand. Research is necessary to determine how an anthropomorphic end effector 
can be designed and built. The human hand is probably the most mechanically 
intricate part of the body. Reproducing the dexterity of the hand in the 
same volume will require tendon actuation schemes in advance of the current 
, 
state of the art, along with sophicticated force actuators on the tendons. 
SEE ALSO: 2.4.1 RHS OPERATIONS 
2.4.2 GRASPING 
2.5.2 SENSORS 
Proximity sensors provide valuable information to the operator when 
grappling, and would be beneficial to a telepresence system. Additionally, 
contact sensors should be used to ensure the operator that the manipulator has 
a hold on an object. 
While force and tactile feedback to the operator is not necessary for ST 
and AXAF servicing, it is required that forces and torques exerted by the 
operator be accurately delivered by the end effector. Closed loop force 
feedback at the worksite would allow accurate force application. This is. 
discussed more fully in section 2.5.4. 
More advanced anthropomorphic systems would require that force/torque and 
2.5.3 
touch/s 1 ip sensors be integrated into the hand. These sensors would provide 
the information needed to perform terminal orientation and dynamic compliance 
control with fine manipulator motions. Force/torque sensors are currenly 
available for certain applications, but touch/slip sensors are currently only 
in breadboard form, and require further research and development before they 
will be capable of delivering true tactile feedback. 
SEE ALSO: 2.5.3 VISION 
2.5.4 CONTROL 
2.5.3 VISION 
Black and white stereo vision should be provided to the operator, with 
upgrading to a color capability as it becomes available. 
Investigations should be performed of: 
The use of zoom control. 
The uses of supplemental video inputs, such as close-up cameras 
on the manipulator wrists or on independent appendages, or such 
as wide-angle cameras for giving the operator an overall view of 
the worksite for purposes of orientation and task planning. 
Optimal positions for providing lighting. 
Optimal methods of shifting the operator’s attention from one 
video input to another. Possible alternatives are having many 
video screens (or, for a helmet mounted display, having many 
different fields of view), having one video screen which shifts 
cameras upon voice command, or having one video screen which 
automatically switches cameras depending upon the task being 
performed (“event-dr i ven”) . It is probable that some 
combination of these schemes will prove optimal. 
For some applications, such as spacecraft rendezvous, it may be possible 
to reduce the bandwidth required for video transmission through the use of data 
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compression. Cameras on the servicer can be made to view arrays of light 
emitters or reflectors arranged on the target vehicle to provide signatures 
unique to that side of the target vehicle. Techniques for extracting only 
emitter-signature data from full video images are available. Only the location 
of the emitters is then transmitted, and software at the ground station is then 
used to derive a computer graphic representation of the spacecraft. All the 
necessary data for a high frame rate video image are thereby transmitted at 
kilobits per second rates, instead of megabits per second rates. 
SEE ALSO: 2.5.5 HUMAN FACTORS 
2.5.4 CONTROL 
A velocity-force control system which can accurately measure the forces 
exerted on a hand controller and accurately translate them into actuator 
response can be used for ST and AXAF servi c i ng. Translational forces, gripping 
forces, and rotational torques control actuator forces at the worksite, with 
the result being that when the end effector is free to move, the forces on the 
hand controller determine end effector velocity, and when the end effector is 
gripped on an object, the forces determine the forces exerted on the object. 
Closed loop feedback at the worksite would ensure accurate force application. 
Such a control system is mechanically much simpler than one which gives 
the operator force feedback and is slaved to the operator’s arm motion, 
although control algorithms must be developed to translate operator hand 
controller commands into manipulator link motions which will produce the 
desired end effector behavior. The drawback in this system is that manipulator 
arm motion is not dictated by the operator: only the end effector motion is 
specified. There is therefore a possibility of collision between the 
manipulator links and the-object being serviced. A possible solution to this 
problem is predictive displays, which are discussed in section 2.5.6. 
2.5.5 
Voice recognition wou Id be very valuable for many tasks. For example, 
once a power ratchet is in position the command “torque to 45 inch-pounds” 
could be given verbally to initiate torqueing. 
The capability to execute supervisory control routines should be provided. 
In this manner, improvements will cause little impact on telepresence hardware, 
with major changes being in control station software. As the system is used, 
the need for supervisory control to make repetitive preprogrammed operations 
will become evident. Such operations might include the changing of end 
effecters or the automatic regression of the manipulator from the worksite. A 
supervisory system could also provide prompts to the operator detailing what 
must be done at each step of the servicing operation. 
SEE ALSO: 2.5.5 HUMAN FACTORS 
2.5.6 PREDICTIVE DISPLAYS 
2.5.7 MANIPULATORS 
2.5.5 HUMAN FACTORS 
Helmet mounted displays can be used to slave the camera platform to the 
head orientation of the operator. Alternatively, when the system is not very 
anthropomorphic, studies have shown that it is often best to control camera 
pointing through verbal instructions from the operator performing the servicing 
to either a second operator in control of camera positioning, or a voice 
recognition system capable of executing the operators instructions. Aural 
feedback of proximity data (such a change in tone as a manipulator approaches 
its target) can provide useful and unencumbering information to the operator. 
In determining operator effectiveness, the importance of varying time delays (1 
to 2 seconds for ground control) that will be encountered in servicing must be 
examined to find the limitations on performance placed by the delays. Human 
adaptive responses and rates of learning must also be investigated. 
2.5.6 
The human control.ler of a telepresence system can potentially be located 
on the ground, in the Shuttle, or on a space platform. Each of these options 
has both advantages and disadvantages: 
If the controller is on the ground, time delays can pose 
significant operational problems, although predictive displays 
(section 2.5.6) offer a potential method of reducing the impact 
of time delays. 
If the controller is in the Shuttle, time delays can be 
eliminated, but operational time is limited to only when the 
Shuttle is in orbit and in communications range, dedicated and 
va 1 uab 
contra 
flight 
e astronaut time is required for operation, and the 
station must be transported into orbit on each Shuttle 
on which it is used. 
If a space platform were operational, basing the control station 
there would allow operation whenever the platform is within 
communications range, and without significant time delays. It 
is not certain, however, that a space platform will become 
operational within the time frame considered for ST and AXAF 
servicing. 
These considerations indicate that a ground based control station is the 
preferred option for control of a telepresence system. 
SEE ALSO: 2.5.4 CONTROL 
2.5.7 MANIPULATORS 
2.5.6 PREDICTIVE DISPLAYS 
2.5.6 PREDICTIVE DISPLAYS 
Recent advances in computer aided modeling (CAM) make predictive displays 
a potential method of eliminating many of the restrictions imposed by time 
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delays. For example, a computer could store a model of ST, which would be 
updated and modified as the structure is altered by servicing. As the operator 
moves the manipulator, the computer would immediately show the operator where 
the manipulator links and end effector are positioned in relation to ST, even 
though the video response from ST had not yet been received. In this manner, 
many of the problems caused by the “move-and-wait” strategies usually employed 
in dealing with time delays are reduced. Further, a supervisory system at the 
control station could compare the commanded manipulator position to the 
position of the ST structure, and then override the operator’s instructions in 
the event that they indicate an impending collision of the manipulator or end 
effector with ST. As many manipulator paths are possible for a given end 
effector motion, it could also steer the manipulator links clear of obstacles. 
Work needs to be done to find methods of updating and revising the 
computer simulation when an unexpected event occurs. Using machine vision 
processing of video data from the worksite is a possible method of updating the 
stored model. 
SEE ALSO: 2.5.4 CONTROL 
2.5.7 MANIPULATORS 
Host servicing operations can be accomplished with one manipulator (aside 
from those used for anchoring) , but a second one is probably necessary for a 
few tasks, such as the removal or replacement of the Axial Scientific 
Instruments aboard ST. The manipulators must be ca.pable of providing a reach 
functionally equivalent to that of two EVA crewmembers in position to move the 
SI along the guiderails. 
Hanipulator design may prove to be a pivotal technology area for the 
application of telepresence to spacecraft servicing, and extensive computer 
simulation of the manipulator and the worksite may be desirable before 
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manipulator characteristics and physical dimensions are determined (see section 
2.5.6 and section 2.6). The servicer will almost certainly be larger than an 
astronaut, and hence it will not always be possible for the servicer to 
position itself in the same position and orientat 
use to access a spacecraft. This is particularly 
components, such as the ST RSUs, which are even d 
To solve this access problem, non-anthropomorphic 
required. Possible designs include: 
Telescoping manipulator links. 
Long manipulator links. 
on that an astronaut would 
important in dealing with 
fficult to access via EVA. 
manipulator designs will be 
inks. The use of more than two manipulator 1 
Modular manipulators capable of on-orb 
the use of interchangeable links. 
it reconf iguration through 
The control of non-anthropomorphic manipulator arms needs further study. 
Human factors tests should be performed to quantify the requirements for 
telepresence arms, through investigation of: 
How much difference between human arm and manipulator arm 
movement is allowable, before the difference becomes apparent to 
the operator, and then deleterious to performance. 
How to best control manipulator motion when there are more than 
two appendages. Certainly appendages used for anchoring do not 
need constant attention, and can probably be forgotten once 
fastened. 
Increasing the allowable length of man.ipulator arms will expand their 
ranges of use. It also implies, however, lower stiffness, and greater 
interaction of arm structural frequencies with control frequencies of the 
operator and with the rigid-body modes of the payload. The lower arm 
structural frequencies create greater opportunities for forced response at 
2.5.9 
resonant frequency, with the possibility of damage to the end effector or to 
the arm itself. Investigation should examine the development of: 
innovative structural designs to increase manipulator arm 
rigidity. 
Passive damping augmentation for manipulators. 
Active damping algorithms for implementation in manipulator 
software. 
The development of model-referenced systems. (An example would 
be a system which automatically places small input forces and 
torques on the manipulator payload after grappling, and uses the 
resultant motions of the manipulator to infer the mass 
properties of the payload.) 
The possibility of fastening down all but the last two 
manipulator links near the point of servicing, and then 
operating those two links as if they were the entire 
manipulator. 
Actuators need to be developed for anthropomorphic arms. Geared motors 
and external linear actuators are fine for large translation manipulators, but 
reduce the articulation of the arm below the standards required for 
telepresence, which would benefit from low volume, low mass, high torque 
actuators, as well as innovative ideas such as tendon-driven joints. 
SEE ALSO: 2.5.6 PREDICTIVE DISPLAYS 
2.5.8 STOWAGE RACKS 
Adequate stowage volume must exist on the servicer for removed parts and 
replacement spares, with the stowage rack configuration constrained to being 
compatible with the Shuttle and the TM. Instruments must be protected from 
acoustic vibration encountered during launch. The stowage rack must also 
2.5.10 
)s - 
provide structural support for replacement modules during launch and reentry, 
as well as protection from the thermal stresses, contamination, and radiation 
in the space environment. 
Areas for stowage rack research include: 
The development of lightweight designs, possibly utilizing 
advanced materials. With current designs, the stowage racks 
will take up a major portion of the servicer weight, but there 
is a large potential for reducing this weight contribution with 
a resulting savings in launch costs and propellant necessary for 
TMS/Servicer maneuvers. 
The development of an easily reconfigurable and reusable 
stowage rack, capable of a large number of missions supporting 
different spacecraft. It is possible the stowage rack used for 
ST servicing will be usable for AXAF, largely without change, 
but in general a stowage rack is needed which can be easily 
reconfigured for the instruments encountered in a variety of 
space projects. Such reconfiguration would possibly include 
both the ability to change compartment volume as well as to add 
or subtract stowage modules, as needed. 
The development of stowage modules capable of stowing gases and 
providing for the cooling of cryogens aboard the servicer 
enroute to the spacecraft being serviced. 
2.6 OEVELOPHENTAL ANALYSIS 
There are an endless number of approaches to the development of the 
hardware and software necessary for an operational telepresence system. This 
discussion is presented as an example development program well suited for 
academic research. Also, it serves to illustrate the complexity of the general 
2.6.1 
development program outlined in section 1.5.3. The details of specific 
development programs, such as this one, are dependent on technology, 
scheduling, funding, and the capabilities of the development facility. NASA, 
industry, and academia all have expertise to contribute to the development 
effort. The following program is intended as an example, but it is also viable 
as a suggestion for further work. 
Figure 2.39 presents a possible development pathway for a velocity-force 
hand controller, manipulator, and predictive display. 
Initially, a 3 degree of freedom (DOF) hand controller would be assembled, 
capable of executing up-down and right-left translation and simple two-finger 
grasping. Signals from the hand controller would command changes in end 
effector position on a computer simulation. For example, the end ef fector 
could be represented on the computer screen as a pair of vertical parallel 
1 ines, which move horizontally and vertically when they receive translation 
commands, and move closer together or farther apart when they receive grasping 
commands. Simple block objects could also be modeled in the computer 
simulation, and the operator of the hand controller could attempt to perform 
various operations with the controller, such as stacking and unstacking the 
blocks. 
As confidence in the system progresses, several additional factors could 
be added to the simulation’: 
A time delay could be added to measure its effects on operator 
performance. 
The worksite can be made more complex, including blocks of 
varying shapes, sizes, and masses. Immovable structures and 
obstacles can also be added to the model. 
2.6.2 
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As algorithms are developed which can translate operator end 
effector commands into manipulator link motions, the manipulator 
link model can be added to the simulation to determine if the 
manipulator has the necessary reach to perform the desired 
servicing, and control strategies can be developed to prevent 
collisions of the manipulator links with the worksite. 
Non-ideal manipulator behavior can be added to the simulation to 
include such factors as finite manipulator start and stop times. 
With the addition of each new factor to the model, operator performance would 
be studied to determine the ability of the operator to adequately control the 
end effector. If the operator does not have adequate control over the end 
effector, modifications (such as changing hand controller gains, or manipulator 
link sizes) must be made to the system. 
Eventually, as sufficient confidence of the system is gained, the hand 
controller and its simulation would be upgraded to a full 7 degrees of freedom 
(3 translation DOF, 3 rotation DOF., and 1 grasping DOF). Accompaning this 
would be the development of a detailed model of the satellite for which the 
system is to perform servicing. Operator perfo r mance studies would again be 
performed, and when it is determined that the s mulated manipulator is capable 
of performing the desired tasks, the actual man pulator would be built and 
integrated into the system. The time delay is t hen removed from the 
simulation, and the simulation then functions as a predictive display when 
there is a real time lag between the operator’s commands and the received video 
response. The advantage of using this type of a development program is that 
the potentially expensive development of the manipulator does not proceed until 
there is good assurance that it will be capable of performing its desired 
tasks. 
Other hardware, such as the vision system, end effecters, contact sensors, 
2.6.4 
and stowage racks could then be integrated into the system to produce the full 
telepresence servicer. Land based and neutral buoyancy testing would precede 
in-space testing and operation. 
2.7 CONCLUSIONS 
As has been demonstrated, a near term telepresence servicer is potentially 
capable of handling all ST and AXAF orbital maintenance activities, as well as 
orbital deployment, retrieval and reboosting (with the assistance of the THS). 
An upgraded system will potentially be able to perform complex orbital assembly 
functions, as required for the advanced space telescopes. 
Telepresence has the potential to be extremely useful in LEO, and, unless 
EVA becomes feasible at higher orbits, a necessary system for advanced space 
operations. This operational analysis of future space missions has found 
telepresence to be a desirable and feasible option for servicing, assembly, and 
contingency operations. 
Research has now progressed to the point where experimental verification, 
and determination of the man/machine interactions of a telepresence system is a 
necessary next step. The study group strongly recommends that NASA begin a 
significant development effort immediately. If development of the necessary 
hardware and software commences immediately, a telepresence system could be 
assembled and flown by 1992. This date coincides with potential initial need 
for servicing operations and the possible assembly of a space station. The 
successful perfomance of one contingency operation during the deployment and 
assembly of the station could more than justify the cost of the entire 
telepresence development program. 
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